ET Light Review
Field Tested By TAC*ONE Consulting

The ET Light host many different functions in a small package of power. This light has gone through
many test with TAC*ONE Consulting during our Tactical Medic Program and we have found out many
things.
The First thing is that it last a long time there is no need to worry about the unit going dead when you
need this to work. Not only is it bright but is filled with many user options that make this a great unit to
carry over a chem light. We found that this light can be used for life saving illumination by selecting the
green and blue lights to come on at the same time. By doing this the colors emitted by the unit will
enhance the color of blood making it very easy to locate bleeding in very low light or dark situations.
The Second thing we found out is that this is a perfect way to mark triage locations for mass casualty.
Due to the unit hosting all the colors needed you can set it to flash the triage color you need to mark a
location to stage patients at. This saves not only a lot of room with equipment but will allow fast set up
if needed. The lights are very small and can be set up many ways. We put them on though many test
and this included throwing them to staging areas dropping them in water and leaving them on during
freezing weather. The lights are very durable and lasted during the rough testing as well as two years in
the class room setting.
The third item that we noticed about this unit is the functionality you can configure this to your needs
one of the best items is the use of IR on this light. For the Tactical Medic side of things this is a huge
benefit as this will aid during air operations. Not only can you use this for just air to ground but this
works very well for landing zones and hazard identification markers.
To sum up this unit it’s an excellent product to carry and will last you a long time with very little to no
extra cost. Most of the units we have test only need batteries to be changed one time. The only thing
that could be added to this unit is a helmet mount for the ACU and new style helmets. This will add as
light source and can be in a hands reach. As a currant tactical medic and instructor I would recommend
this product.
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